Digging
By Matthew Brandeburg

Out Of Debt
Credit cards & student loans

Credit cards

Our first experience with
debt is usually through
credit cards. They’re easy,
convenient and spend just
like cash. But as Florida
State University student
Amanda McCormick found
out, credit cards can also
be dangerous. Amanda
used her new credit card to
pay for college necessities
like food and books, but
she quickly found herself
in serious debt. She
remembers the day she
received her card, “They
sent it to me in the mail. I

Forbearance:
temporarily stops
loan payments
because of financial
hardships

Amanda McCormick
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ebt is a four-letter word we all have to face. Any time we spend more
than we make, we’re probably making up the difference by gaining
some debt. It’s a common problem, yet it’s something many of us
know very little about. For example, did you know that having some debt
can actually be a good thing? Did you know that the way you manage debt
affects your credit score? Do you know what your credit score is? These
are just a few of the questions you should know the answers to, but more
importantly, they’re questions you should be asking yourself.
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Deferment: time
period in which
payments are not
required

activated it in 45-seconds,
spent money on it twenty
minutes later.” Over the
next six months, between
five cards, she spent less
than $4,000, but after
compiling interest, late fees
and penalties, she found
herself over $30,000 in
debt. Amanda’s story is not
uncommon. In fact, 66%
of college students have a
credit card and the average
graduating student has
credit card debt of $2,623.
Amanda could have avoided
a considerable amount of
debt if she had selected a
credit card that was a little
more “user friendly.” As
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Beth Kobliner, author
of Get a Financial Life,
points out, “When you’re
comparing credit card
offers, you want to get
the lowest interest rate
possible, and you don’t
want to pay annual
fees.” Also, make sure
you read the fine print
to understand how your
interest rate can change
and what your APR is.
APR stands for annual
percentage rate, and it
shows your monthly fees
and rates in annual terms.
Make sure when you’re
comparing credit cards
you’re always comparing
the APRs.
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activity: manage your debt (example)
name of debt

visa

unpaid
balance

interest
rate

order to
pay off

$18,000

11.99%

2

it will take for someone to
become debt free.

Student loans

Remember, not all debt is
bad. Take student loans
$8,000
14.99%
1
american express
for example, they allow
$3,000
1.99%
5
you to get an education
best buy
and increase your earnings
$6,000
7.99%
3
car loan
potential. With so many
different types of student
$25,000
6.80%
4
student loan
loans available, this type
$60,000
total
of debt can be confusing.
To simplify student loans
you should first learn
activity: manage your debt
the two basic types of
name of debt
unpaid
interest
order to
loans: subsidized and
balance
rate
pay off
unsubsidized. As Financial
Advisor Peter Bielagus
explains, “Subsidized
student loans are
those loans where the
The two most important
government is paying the
rules to using credit cards
interest while you are in
responsibly are to always
school.” These types of
pay your balance on time
loans are more attractive
and to watch how much
than unsubsidized loans,
you spend. These may
where the interest
seem like easy concepts,
In order to manage your debt effectively, you first need to get
continues to accrue even
but an MIT study showed
organized. Try this activity, which will help you calculate your total
while you’re still in school.
that when credit cards
debt and form a plan to pay it off efficiently. Fill out the table above
Peter explains that having
are used, consumers tend
and rank your interest rates from highest to lowest. This becomes
an unsubsidized loan
the order that you should pay off your debt.
to spend anywhere from
could mean that a $10,000
30% to 100% more than if
loan taken out during your
they used cash! The key to
found herself $30,000 in debt and
freshman year could grow to $14,000
smart spending is to resist temptation
without any foreseeable way of
by graduation day. Because so much
and make sure you only buy what you
paying it off. She met with consumer
money is at stake, it’s important to
have enough cash to pay for when
credit counselor Duana Palmer who
know what your monthly payment
your bill comes.
was able to help Amanda work with
will be on your student loans when
her creditors to reduce her interest
you graduate. According to Peter,
If you find yourself in credit card
rates and consolidate her bills into
this is crucial because when you’re
debt, take a deep breath. Fortunately,
one monthly payment. By following
applying for your first job, you need to
there’s plenty of help available.
Duana’s plan, Amanda was able to
know if the salary you’re being offered
If you’re in debt, try contacting a
start chipping away at her debt so it
is enough to cover the loans you’ve
consumer credit counselor who will
won’t follow her through her life. Even
taken out.
help you explore your options and
paying as little as $10 more than the
form a payment plan. That’s what
minimum monthly payment could
Credit score
Amanda McCormick did when she
significantly reduce the length of time
Between student loans and credit
Amanda McCormick at work
cards, many young people find
themselves in significant debt as they
enter the “real world.” This debt will
impact the rest of their lives because
it’s reflected on something very
what to
important—your credit score. Your
look for in
credit score contains the history of
a credit card
every credit relationship you have,
including credit cards, student loans,
• Low interest rates
car loans, home loans, etc. The goal
• no annual fees
is for your credit score to be as high
as possible, and as you pay your bills
• no hidden penalties
on time, your score improves. If you
or charges
miss a payment or max out your credit

Making it and Keeping It
Continued

Peter Bielagus

Maybe tomorrow, you
and I both go to buy the
exact same car on the
exact same day. Because
of my terrible credit
score, I will pay $7,000
more dollars in interest
to buy that car than you
will, simply because of
this one number.

When we first started
the Hip-Hop Summit,
we found out we had
underestimated the
readiness, the thirst and
hunger of young people
for this material.
Dr. Benjamin Chavis, the President and CEO of the HipHop Summit Action Network, and a 40-year veteran
of the Civil Rights Movement, says, “When we first
started the Hip-Hop Summit, we found out we had
underestimated the readiness, the thirst and hunger of
young people for this material.”
“You know, no matter how rich you are, you need to be
able to afford your lifestyle,” says Simmons. “The summit
has given many people their first steps. They come out
empowered, connected, feeling like they can get their
financial situation in order, get their house right, or their
money right.”
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cards, your score suffers. Banks and lenders use your
score to determine your level of credit risk. A high credit
score means you are a low risk and you will subsequently
be charged lower interest rates on your loans. As Peter
Bielagus explains, “Maybe tomorrow, you and I both
go to buy the exact same car on the exact same day.
Because of my terrible credit score, I will pay $7,000 more
dollars in interest to buy that car than you will, simply
because of this one number.” Because your credit score
is so important, you need to check it regularly. In fact,
you’re entitled to receive a free copy of your credit report
each year; you can get this at www.annualcreditreport.
com. You can also visit the three reporting bureaus:
TransUnion, Equifax and Experian.

help young people learn that managing their money is
an essential life skill. According to the HSAN website,
“The HSAN uses the cultural relevance of hip-hop music
to serve as a catalyst for education advocacy and other
societal concerns fundamental to the empowerment of
youth.” In addition, they foster the “belief that hip-hop is
an enormously influential agent for social change, which
must be responsibly and proactively utilized to fight the
war on poverty and injustice.”

Cara Newman is the editor of Young Money magazine and
YoungMoney.com.

Statistics and quotes courtesy of “Your Life, Your Money.”
Dr. Benjamin Chavis

Remember, you want a high credit score and low to no
debt. The next time you think about using your credit
card, think about Amanda McCormick. She is still trying
to dig herself out of debt. However, her experience has
taught her a lot. According to Amanda, “The simplest
structure is always the best; spending money you don’t
have just complicates things.”
Matthew Brandeburg, CFP® has six years of fee-only financial planning
experience and runs his own financial advisory practice based in
Columbus, OH.
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